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UKRAINE’S INTERNATIONAL
IMAGE: EXPERT OPINION
By Valeriy Chaly
In preparing the UCEPS analytical report «International image of Ukraine: myths and realities»,
we asked that respected domestic and foreign experts present their views on Ukraine’s interna-
tional image and the possible ways that exist for its formation. This «discussion through corre-
spondence» involved five experts from Ukraine, Russia and Great Britain: 
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Ihor Ostash
Ukraine
Verkhovna Rada of
Ukraine 
Head of the Committee for
International and CIS
Relations
Dmytro Vydrin
Ukraine
Institute of European
Integration and
Development
Director 
Dmitriy Kataya
Russia
Creditimpex Bank
Director
James Sherr
Great Britain
Conflict Research Centre
Fellow
Martin Edmonds
Great Britain
Defence and International
Security Research Centre 
Director
Each of them is a recognised expert, well aware of
the Ukrainian situation and related developments. Their
assessments are especially important, as they influence
the position of their respective countries’ political lead-
ership and public opinion through their activities in
state, research and business structures. 
It was proposed that each of them answer three questions: 
1. How would you describe Ukraine’s international image today?
2. What do you think negatively affects Ukraine’s image in the world?
3. What do you think should be done to form a positive image of Ukraine?
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The answers to those questions are present-
ed below, together with the conclusions of
UCEPS experts resulting from this postal dis-
course. One point of interest is that each par-
ticipant gives a relatively critical (although
favourable) description of Ukraine as a country
that possesses huge potential which remains
unclaimed for a number of reasons. We would
like to express our special thanks for the frank
assessments and, especially, for the reasonable
and concrete proposals for improving Ukraine’s
international image.
HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE
UKRAINE’S INTERNATIONAL IMAGE
TODAY?
Ihor Ostash. As of today, I would describe
Ukraine’s international image as relatively neg-
ative rather than positive. There are many argu-
ments to substantiate this conclusion. Reading
the Western press, one can easily draw a picture
of Ukraine. Ask the average individuals outside
Ukraine what they associate with the word
«Ukraine» and the answer will be: Chornobyl,
Lazarenko, corruption, crime, etc.
Unfortunately, the Western press pays more
attention to the dark side of our life.
Newspapers and TV programs often depict
Ukraine as a country where many people are
miserable and homeless, abounding in ruined or
neglected houses. Of course, all of this exists.
Such things also exist in other countries, but are
not given that kind of publicity there. News
regarding economic growth or fortuitous politi-
cal decisions will never make the headlines,
since they are routine for the West, whereas bad
news attract both journalists and readers. When
reading the press of Poland, Germany or the
US, one can find articles regarding the miser-
able life of Ukrainians, or the theft of large
credits. This also contributes to the formation of
our country’s image.
Dmytro Vydrin. In the first place, the cri-
teria for defining a state’s image should be for-
mulated. The first criterion is subjective and
relates to government officials and can be
described as self-deception by those officials,
i.e., their attempt to make that which is desired
to look like reality. For example, the quantity
of the visits by the state leaders is often per-
ceived as reflecting Ukraine’s image in the
international arena, regardless of their positive
or negative results.
Yet another, tougher criterion for the coun-
try’s image is its economy. Most developing
countries (the «Asian tigers», Latin American
countries) created an image that could be
«sold» abroad. An image is capable of buying
and selling as well. When a country’s image is
designed wisely, it can promote investments
and trade turnover. That’s why a country’s
image is easy to evaluate. For example, should
Ukraine witness a 17% fall in its trade turnover
with Russia, this means that Ukraine’s image
experienced an equivalent 17% drop in Russia.
A country’s image, therefore, can be evaluated
based on economic indicators, such as its trade
balance. Accordingly, low economic indicators
for Ukraine demonstrate its image’s lack of
dynamism. The same holds for a chronically
low level of investments. Investments proceed
from and reflect the image. 
Dmitriy Kataya. Ukraine is rarely men-
tioned in Russia’s official political circles.
Discussions regarding Russian-Ukrainian co-
operation resume when rare visits by high
Ukrainian officials take place and the focus
becomes debts for energy resources, Russia’s
Crimea-based Black Sea Fleet, the status of
Russians and the Russian language in Ukraine,
delimitation of the border, and football matches.
As of today, Ukraine’s international image
reflects precisely the problems related to its
nation-building. Ukraine was fortunate: its sov-
ereignty and independence are consolidating
without wars and revolutions, and the country’s
position on the globe enables Ukraine’s elite to
seriously influence regional politics. Both the
official Russian authorities as well as the busi-
ness circles of the Russian Federation are inter-
ested in Ukraine as a predictable, stable and rich
country. For Russia, Ukraine is both a partner
as well as a huge market for Russian goods.
Martin Edmonds. I do not think that the
international community (i.e. the informed man
in the street, or even senior people in commerce
and industry) knows anything about Ukraine of
significance. I would think they would be hard
pressed to link Ukraine with Chernobyl, for
example. Those with memories would perhaps
associate Ukraine with its being the bread-bas-
ket of the former Soviet Union. Younger peo-
ple, certainly not. And as for the experience of
Ukraine in the Second World War, I doubt
whether many would have any clue as to how
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much the country suffered under the hands of
either the Germans, or the Russians. 
I hope this is not a disappointment for any-
one. I would say that Ukraine effectively has
no image at all, simply because of a total lack
of information or awareness. I do not think I
am in any way an exception in all of this. My
knowledge of Ukraine is still very rudimentary
and such that I have learned leads me (and this
is a personal opinion) to the view that Ukraine
is still constrained by the old Russian/Soviet
mindset — as evident to any Western visitor on
arrival at Borispol Airport, the reception that
one gets at even the more reputable hotels, and
the laboured way even restaurants go about
their business. I am sure the younger genera-
tion is quicker to learn, but they will stand lit-
tle chance until the over controlled and com-
mand system of the past is effectively removed.
But there is much that can be seen,
amongst those who know Ukraine, that could
give rise to optimism, once the more negative
aspects can be excised. As for its size and agri-
cultural fertility, collective farming was not the
way forward and has done much to erode the
fertility of the land; but it is a huge asset in a
world where food (and sustainable foods) can
be exploited to productive effect. 
James Sherr. Sadly, I should say that the
image is overwhelmingly negative. Nevertheless,
three types of observers need to be distinguished:
(a) the general public, (b) the «outer» elite
(informed lay public, parliamentarians, opinion
shapers in the mass media and elsewhere) and
(c) the «inner» elite of decision-makers. The lat-
ter group is obviously the key one. Nevertheless
it is greatly constrained by (because it is
accountable to) groups (a) and (b).
At all three levels, it would be unwise to
underestimate the level of ignorance about
Ukraine. The literate half of the general public
understands that Ukraine is an independent
state but has a very limited understanding of
what this means in practice. Many Westerners
greatly exaggerate the divide between East  and
West, concluding that Ukraine has no national
identity. Even a portion of group (b) would be
surprised to discover that Ukraine’s structures
of decision-making and its policies are fully
independent of the Russian Federation (not to
say the CIS, which many imagine to be a poor-
ly functioning, post-Soviet European Union).
Even a portion of group (c) are confused/scep-
tical as to why NATO and other key power
centres describe Ukraine as an important or
«pivotal» factor in European security. Of
course, to a large degree, ignorance charac-
terises Western perceptions of the outside
world in general. To paraphrase Mark Twain,
«no one ever went broke overestimating the igno-
rance of the American public».
What images do exist at levels (a) and (b)
tend to be simplistic. They reflect Western pre-
occupations rather than interests, and they are
overwhelmingly negative. Between 1991—94
the question «Ukraine?» evoked the answer
«nuclear weapons». With no foundation, many
were also persuaded that Ukraine was a poten-
tial conflict zone, inhabited by extreme
nationalists and prone to disintegration and
ethnic strife. Nuclear disarmament, Ukraine’s
participation in PFP and the diplomacy of
Ukraine’s MFA not only eradicated these
images, they succeeded too well, implanting
the expectation that Ukraine was becoming
«like us» or at least like Poland. These expec-
tations inevitably led to disillusionment, and
they should never have been fostered. Today,
the question «Ukraine?» once again evokes a
negative answer: «corruption». It also evokes a
related answer: «economic basket case» and
the inevitable question, «why continue pouring
good money down the drain»? 
WHAT FACTORS NEGATIVELY AFFECT
UKRAINE’S INTERNATIONAL IMAGE?
Ihor Ostash. Ukraine has more than its
fair share of negative factors affecting its inter-
national image. For example, frequent changes
in legislation frighten investors. The biggest
problem is rumours regarding Ukraine’s cor-
ruption and crime. This problem is not exclu-
sively Ukrainian; in part, our state has inherit-
ed this image due to Russia’s corruption. The
average American does not distinguish between
Russian and Ukrainian names, and may believe
that practically all Slavs are criminals. Even
famous Ukrainian artists and sportsmen are
often considered Russian. For example, The
Toronto Star once called the football club
«Dynamo Kyiv» a Russian team?! Nobody paid
any attention to this, with the exception of
some Canadian Ukrainians who sent angry let-
ters to the newspaper. The press plays its role,
and in so doing, exaggerates our problems. 
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Our immigrant labour working abroad pre-
sents another negative factor. Although they
(Ukrainians) are hard workers, they often work
illegally and take the jobs away from locals.
Mass deportations of Ukrainians from Poland
and the Czech Republic have taken place. The
attitude toward them in Germany and other
countries is also negative. 
For our Western neighbours, Ukraine is a
kind of «settlement ground» for illegal migrants
mostly from the Caucasus and Central Asia. We
allow them to use our territory as a gateway
into Europe. Needless to say, this does not
please Europe. 
Our partners don’t like the way we do busi-
ness. For example, the replacement of one per-
son in a company or an agency may lead to the
loss of all previously established contacts. Our
carelessness in work can also be regarded as a
negative factor.
Dmytro Vydrin. Despite the existence of
many social sciences (philosophy, sociology,
sciences regarding foreign relations), there is
only one fundamental science: psychology, the
science of human relations. The same is also
true of image. Ukraine’s image cannot be
formed exclusively on the basis of its rich black
soil and favourable geopolitical location. Its
image rests of the reputation of distinct politi-
cal leaders (the elite). 
That’s why the first priority for discussion
should be the image of Ukraine’s elite. It is
precisely this group — the bureaucratic elite,
business elite, ideological elite, military elite —
that rules the state. Indeed, our elite is too
young. However, in other countries, no one
accepts arguments regarding the age of politi-
cians or their lack of experience when impor-
tant political decisions are made.
Today, many features of Ukraine’s elite
effect its international image negatively. They
can be listed as follows: first of all, carelessness;
next in line are covetousness and the conse-
quent high level of corruption, which involves
striving to obtain the desired result at any
price. Western partners are ready to co-operate
with Ukraine, but they don’t want to pay
bribes. In this connection, Z. Brzezinsky and
J. Sachs name the Ukrainian elite’s corruption
among the main problems in the formation of
Ukraine’s image. 
Dmitriy Kataya. A state’s image is an
expensive thing. It cannot be created all at once.
The political and economic elite of Russia and
Ukraine cannot do away with their history. Too
little time has passed to forget the rules we used
to observe ten or fifteen years ago. 
When our ancestors left paradise, Adam
told Eve: «My darling, we have to live in a
transitional period». Indeed, it is not easy mat-
ter to live in a period of change. Changes go
together with instability and a difficult life. In
order to be loved and respected, one should be
either strong, or rich. To be both at the same
time is better still. For the reasons just stated,
for the present, it is very difficult to create an
image.
Martin Edmonds. From a Western per-
spective I can say the following.
No evidence since independence of a deter-
mined policy to introduce changes to past
(Soviet-style) practices. Ukraine is becoming a
by-word for corruption and organised crime. It
is a country of high poverty (per capita below
that of Albania). Pollution and environmental
problems (Chernobyl) is one thing; but what is
being done about maintenance of similar
nuclear power stations within the country?
There is an ambivalence whether Ukraine seri-
ously wants to align itself with the
West/Europe or reintegrate with the Russian
Federation. In general terms, a failure of
Ukraine to promote itself in the international
community is evident.
My knowledge of Ukraine comes mainly
from my military interests, and of course I
recognise the contribution to stability that
nuclear disarmament has made. I have prob-
lems with the division of the Black Sea Fleet
and the deal for the Russians to remain in
Sevastopol. I know that Ukraine is the home of
the Antonov aircraft and builds T-84 tanks. I
am less enthusiastic that Ukraine (though I
understand why) makes these and other items
of military hardware available, almost indis-
criminately, on the international arms market.
I do not think that the performance of the first
Ukrainian troops in peacekeeping operations in
Bosnia did much to help its international
image. And current treatment of conscripts in
the Ukrainian armed forces should not be tol-
erated.
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Whilst democratic — elections are held —
the structure of the political system remains
pretty hierarchical. Ukraine does not project to
the West at least, quite the same features of an
open, democratic process. Finally, the image of
Ukraine does not give people confidence.
There is concern about the efficiency of the
Visa Office, the reliability of Ukrainian
International Airlines. The safety of luggage,
the safety of food and water are lingering
doubts in visitors’ minds.
James Sherr. Today, they are overwhelm-
ingly focused on «corruption» and the failure of
«economic reform» to produce economic suc-
cess. But the most negative impact is caused by
the following perceptions: Ukraine’s political
leadership has no will to confront these prob-
lems; there is no (or very limited) correspon-
dence between the goals which this leadership
proclaims («integration with Europe») and its
concrete actions; this leadership is dependent
upon, even in partnership with, forces and
interests who view real reform as a threat to
their place in society; official and criminal
structures have effectively merged. Ukraine
expects the West to take more risks on its
behalf than it is prepared to take itself. Neither
Western assistance nor pressure produces
results. Today these perceptions are especially
strong within informed circles, even those
which are traditionally pro-Ukraine.
HOW CAN A POSITIVE INTERNATIONAL
IMAGE FOR UKRAINE BE FORMED?
Ihor Ostash. To improve Ukraine’s image
in the international arena, the negative factors
listed above should be removed. Ukraine, as a
state, should care for its image. Ukraine’s
embassies should popularise Ukrainian culture
and attentively follow any false information
regarding Ukraine in foreign mass media. 
Our compatriots should learn how to work
successfully in business: trade connections have
a great effect on international relations. When a
Western businessman looks for information
regarding a potential Ukrainian partner, in most
cases he will find a photocopy of a Russian-lan-
guage booklet, rather than a colour magazine in
an understandable European language.
Ukraine remains rather «closed» country:
we do not attract tourists; they are far fewer
than we would like to see. Getting a Ukrainian
visa within three days costs $50, within a day —
$100. And this regards Western tourists for
whom the very idea of a visa has long become
obsolete. The situation must be improved. 
Foreign partners and international organi-
sations assess Ukraine’s peacekeeping activities
positively. Today, our country has good rela-
tions with the UN, OSCE, NATO, but care
should be taken to maintain them at the prop-
er level (i.e., to maintain our positive image).
In the UN, we were elected to the Security
Council, but deprived of the vote because of
our debts. We have good relations with NATO
when compared to the complex relations
between NATO and Russia, but we should not
constantly be looking at someone whose situa-
tion is even worse than ours. 
The issue of the Eastern border is very
painful for us. Nevertheless, it has to be solved.
We will not only improve our internal situation
by building a barrier against illegal immigrants,
drug trafficking and smuggling, but solve the
problem of our image among EU countries.
To improve its image, Ukraine should cre-
ate a solid state information system involving a
network of news agency offices. We should
promote Ukraine and Ukrainian culture abroad
more actively, since a positive image won’t
come by itself.
Dmytro Vydrin. The intelligent position
presumes that the formation of a positive image
requires training of government personnel and
fighting corruption. However, the majority
understands those intentions to be unrealistic
in the near future. Two things, therefore, are of
fundamental significance. 
The first thing is a comprehensive strategy
for selecting the elite, designed to remove its
negative features. Of course, this difficult task
will take decades. 
The second thing is dedicated consistent
work aimed at the creation of Ukraine’s posi-
tive image. New industrialised nations have
often achieved this end by non-traditional
means, including even through bluffing. For
example, several years ago in Taiwan, in
reports compiled for international organisa-
tions, authorities overstated the level of social
stability and education level of the elite to
show that conditions for foreign investments
are favourable. It was too late to retreat when
the real situation became clear some time later,
since the capital had already been invested.
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The activities surrounding the formation of
Estonia’s international image deserve respect.
That country spends large sums of money on
publicity in such respectable publications as
The Financial Times, The Economist, etc. This
has a positive effect on investment activity. The
country’s government implements programs
aimed at creating a positive image within the
world community. Ukraine has nothing of the
kind. Ukraine spends hundreds of times less
than small Estonia on special image-making
events. We should implement special programs
for the creation of state brands. For example,
there is a brand of Ukrainian vodka called
«Hetman», a widely-known, high quality prod-
uct; a similar brand for Ukraine must be cre-
ated. It should be based on feasible successes,
and be sellable.
Dmitriy Kataya. The image of a country
depends on objective indicators: the level of
economic development, technological and sci-
entific potential, legal and moral conditions for
investment, etc. The formation of an image is
influenced by information institutions that
form a state’s positive image.
Unfortunately, the exchange of information
between our two countries at present allows
judgements regarding Ukraine’s economic
potential only from the point of view of
Russian mass media. They tend to defend
Russia’s interests and are often biased in
assessing developments in Ukraine and our
business partners. 
As far as I know, there is not a single cor-
respondent office of Ukraine’s mass media in
Moscow; in other words, there is no «feed-
back». Russia retains control over Russian-
Ukrainian information space. 
I would like to see the situation where fruit-
ful ideas conducive to mutual understanding
emerge in the course of a public discussion on
a professional level, rather than aggression and
estrangement. There are numerous examples of
mass media creating the image of an enemy
and discrediting Ukraine, thereby disrupting
implementation of mutually advantageous
Russian-Ukrainian contracts, agreements, ini-
tiatives. 
We should meet more often in order to bet-
ter understand one another. Mutual respect
should be based on true co-operation, creative
work, and money making. The last, of course,
can be counted in different ways, given the
specific interests of the two countries. 
Martin Edmonds. Among the measures
for shaping up Ukraine’s image I can suggest:
greater transparency in Government; better
promotion of Ukraine’s positive points; tackle
the economy, even if in the short term it
means further hardship; governmental reform;
defence reform; stop and constrain organised
crime. Do what you can to hold on to younger
talent and trained people by giving them posi-
tions of entrepreneurial authority if needs be to
stop the brain drain. 
Ukraine does some things incomparably well:
the Antonov facility produces world class civil
aircraft, for example. Some food products —
port for example — are as good as one would
find anywhere. Parts of the country are under-
exploited for tourism — the Carpathians, for
instance, and the Crimean and Western Black
Sea coast. DO something to promote an image
of Ukraine that the world would find attractive
and appealing — even to the extent of reducing
the Visa requirements for European states that
are part of the PfP.
I understand the extent of Ukraine’s
predicament and the reasons behind it. But the
consensus in the West is that until Ukraine
tackles its problems itself, and signals to the
international community that it is serious about
doing something positive and practical and
does not hang grimly on to old ways, the inter-
national community will not do anything to
help. If Ukraine were determined to pull itself
up by its bootstraps, the response of the inter-
national community would be much more pos-
itive. To that extent the issue of the Ukrainian
Armed Forces and defence reform is a micro-
cosm of the wider issues.
James Sherr. Third question evokes the
aphorism of Thomas Carlyle: «If I am not for
myself, who will be for me?»
Western decision-makers operate in a cli-
mate of public scepticism. If they are to per-
suade the public that it is right to make sacri-
fices and take risks on behalf of Ukraine, they
must be convinced themselves. Yet even in
speaking of informed Western circles, we must
distinguish between those factors which can be
addressed by better information (and informa-
tion policy) and those which can only be
addressed by concrete changes in policy and
conduct.
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In the information sphere, I would state that
even informed Westerners have an insufficient
appreciation of Ukraine’s strengths: its stability,
its high level of ethnic tolerance, its lack of
chauvinism and «great power» ambition, a
national temperament which mistrusts
extremes. They also have limited understanding
of the fact that, by and large, Ukrainians are
not «anti-Russian», only suspicious of the
Russian state; that they are not apprehensive of
Western partnership with Russia, only a part-
nership with Russia that operates at Ukraine’s
expense. They also have limited understanding
of Ukraine’s history: e.g., the psychological
legacy of the Soviet era, not to say the fact that
Ukraine has experienced three holocausts in the
twentieth century. This history will never be
accepted as an «excuse», but it must be known.
Moreover, the appearance of objectivity
and responsibility is essential. «Things are bad»
«we have made mistakes», «we must change»
are more effective ways of gaining and sus-
taining Western support (not to say respect)
than variations on the theme, «if you treated
us like Poland, we would be like Poland». It is
best not to discuss goals unless you are willing
to discuss means of achieving them; it is best
not to discuss policies unless you are prepared
to discuss their results. The West’s decision-
makers are not impressed by what people say.
They are impressed by the correspondence
between what they say and what they do.
There is no more mileage to be gained from
reminding the West that Ukraine undertook
bold measures in the past (e.g. nuclear disar-
mament). In today’s sceptical climate, this
simply implies that no further measures can be
expected. Assume that your friends and your
enemies know everything. 
Westerners need reminding that Ukraine’s cul-
tural divisions are no greater than those of other
nations. There are significant differences between
Prussia and Bavaria, Yorkshire and Kent. Yet
there is a Germany, and «there will always be an
England». Moreover, the ties between Ukrainians
and Russians are no more significant than those
which exist between Austrians and Germans or
Norwegians and Swedes. «Ukrainian» is no less a
nationality than any other.
In the political and economic spheres, the
West will be impressed by measures which are
plainly designed to achieve transparency: the
ability to know what decisions are taken, where
they are taken and by whom they are taken.
Transparency, accountability and democracy are
inseparable. Transparency is also prerequisite
to: a market economy, integration with Europe
and emancipation from the transnational «shad-
ow structures» of post-Communism. 
The West expects to find better congruence
between goals and practice/ between «high poli-
cy» and realities at working level: e.g., calls for
foreign investment will prove stillborn if the laws
and the entities that enforce them are designed
to obstruct business rather than promote it. In
addition, you need A legal system designed to
restrain the powerful rather than weaken those
who are already weak, and meritocracy: promo-
tion of the talented and excellent over the well-
connected, «reliable» and compliant. 
In all spheres, the promotion of national
interest over «subjective» interests is indispens-
able to the positive image. Since 1991 the
West’s key players have learnt much about «the
art of the possible in Ukraine». These players
are not looking for rapid change, but change,
which is deep, methodical and continuous. 
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CONCLUSIONS
Experts’ answers to UCEPS questions revealed a certain regularity in the assessment of
Ukraine’s international image. This lies in the fact that the perception of Ukraine in the world
community is very superficial, fragmented and mostly negative. Judging by the results of this
«postal discourse», our state’s international image may be formulated as follows: «Ukraine is
a potentially wealthy but little-known country where, for some reason, many things tend to go
awry today; however, things could be even worse, and no one can venture when everything
will be alright». Expert assessments were relatively straightforward, at times tough; never-
theless, they are true, and it is difficult to disagree with them (see Table). 
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Negative features 
Corruption, irresponsibility and 
incompetence of government officials 
Non-transparency of authorities
Instability of legislation
Delayed and inconsistent reforms
Unfavourable investment climate
Declarations prevail over practical deeds
Absence of defined strategy as to the 
formation of the state’s international image 
Underdeveloped services 
Unused possibilities and resources
Positive features
Internal political stability
Tranquil nature of the national character 
High level of ethnic tolerance
Absence of chauvinism and great power 
ambitions
High intellectual potential
Advanced technologies
Good potential for the development 
of tourism;
The agro-industrial complex’s high potential
Talented sportsmen
The state’s geopolitical position
As far as the methods for the formation of Ukraine’s positive image are concerned, there
is an evident discrepancy between the assessments of Ukrainian and Russian representa-
tives, on the one hand, and of the West (Great Britain), on the other. While Ukrainian and
Russian experts pay greater attention to informational efforts aimed at the formation of
Ukraine’s international image, their Western colleagues point to the achievement of practical
results on the path toward creating a democratic, market-based society.
What the domestic and foreign experts have in common is their understanding of
Ukraine’s huge unclaimed potential. Therefore, there are reasons for hoping that, despite
today’s problems, a well-designed and wise policy on the part of Ukraine will give it an oppor-
tunity to obtain the strong positive image it truly deserves.
Ukraine’s international image 
